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INVESTIGATIONS CONCERNING RESISTANCE — 
IMPORTANCE OF THE CHOICE OF THE FORMULA 

DETERMINING THE SCALE PARAMETER

Béla HAJAGOS* and Ferenc STEINER*

If statements are made only in a summary manner, ’« distributionally robust » and « outlier 
resistant », although conceptually distinct, are practically synonymous notions’ [HUBER 1982]. If, 
however, quantitative comparisons are necessary (especially in the practice of geophysics) on the 
grounds of an outlier model, an estimation procedure can turn out to be more resistant (compared 
with any other one) even though its index of robustness is significantly less. The estimation-pair of 
‘sample median’ and ‘a-trimmed mean’ (a  = 0.1) can serve as example.

The paper shows, too, that the chosen scale parameter generally plays a key role in the 
estimation of the location parameter regarding both the resistance and the robustness. For example, 
in the case of far lying outliers the estimate MFV (a variant of the mostyfequent value calculations) 
is to a significant degree more resistant than CML (frequently used abbreviation for Cauchy 
maximum likelihood, inasmuch as also the scale parameter is determined on the basis of the 
maximum likelihood principle), although the formula for determining the location parameters MFV 
and CML is just the same in both cases. It should be noticed, too, that the permissible rate of outliers 
(the classical breakdown bound) is also greater if MFV,s are calculated and not CML values.

Keywords: resistance, scale parameter, statistical efficiency, outlier models, break
down bound

1. The effect of one single Cauchy flank

Seldom can it be guaranteed that our data are outlier-free moreover there are 
countless types of outlier. Every investigation can consider only some o f it.

One possibility is to accept the opinion o f TARANTOLA [1987 p. 303]: ‘the 
Cauchy function 1 /(1+ jc2  ̂ ’...‘seems to be adequate for modeling suspected 
outliers by an unknown amount’. Bias, however, is generated by outliers only
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212 B. Hajagos — F. Steiner

if  the far lying values behave asymmetrically. Consequently, the simplest way 
is to investigate the estimating procedures on the outlier model given by the 
density funtion

Г
0,

fou№  = 1
n (l-p )  (1+ДГ2) ’

if  *  < r clip) 

if  х> Гс1(р) ( 1 )

where Fc (x) is the distribution function o f the standard Cauchy distribution. 
The interpretation o f Eq. 1 is the following:

in the interval [ /^ '(/?), /^ '(1 -/? )] defined ‘clear’ distribution is distorted
by a positive Cauchy tail o f  the weight p /(  1 -p).
As the real value is assumed to be zero, the resulting Г-values for given 

p -s have the meaning o f bias caused by outliers greater than F~l(l~p). The 
Г-curves for six estimating procedures are given in Fig. i;  besides the generally
known (X-trimmed mean ( xa for a  = 0.1) and the sample median (med) four 
versions o f the most frequent values are characterized by Г-curves (M- and 
M*-values for k - 2 and k - 3, see the corresponding \j/-functions and the 
condition for s  in Table I. in STEINER, HAJAGOS [1993]). The greater the 
increase o f the bias (i.e., o f the Г-values) the less the resistance o f the statistical 
procedure in question against such an occurrence o f outliers. Fig. 1. shows that 
the sample median is more resistant than the a-trimmed mean in the conven
tional case o f a  = 0.1, and the resistance of M* for k =2 is even greater than the 
resistance o f the sample median.

It is shown in STEINER, Hajagos [1993] that the a-trimmed mean for 
a  = 0.1 is more robust than the sample median — and we have just seen that 
the opposite relation is valid for the resistances if the outliers occur according 
to the ‘Cauchy tail model’. The questions ‘which is more robust?’ ‘which is 
more resistant?’ must be answered in some concrete situations also giving the 
numerical values of the indices o f the robustness and characterizing somehow  
quantitatively also the difference o f the resistances (in different ways, e.g. by 
the quotient o f two biases, i.e., o f  two Г values for the same p  which is actually 
of interest to us). Even if a given estimation A is more robust and more resistant 
than estimation B, quantitative comparisons can naturally differ significantly 
(e.g. A is twice as resistant as В but A is only a little bit more robust than B).

The foregoing shows that in respect o f quantitative comparisons the 
notions ‘robustness’ and ‘resistance’ differ essentially from each other. If, 
however, only summarizing statements are made qualitatively (having only the 
possibility to say ‘yes’ or ‘no’), we can agree that ‘« distributionally robust » 
and « outlier resistant », although conceptually distinct, are practically synony
mous notions’ [HUBER 1982]). Unfortunately, practical problems can seldom  
be solved satisfactorily with only ‘yes’ or ‘no’ answers; we are obliged to know 
which method is ‘‘more robust’ and/or ‘more resistant’ in concrete situations
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Fig. I. Bias (7) versus ‘weight’ p  of a single Cauchy-flank for a-trimmed mean, sample median, 
and some most frequent values (M and M* for k=2 and 3)

1. ábra. Torzulások („bias", Г-vel jelölve) egyetlen Cauchy-számy p  „súlyának” a függvényében 
а -levágott átlag, mintamedián és néhány leggyakoribb érték esetén (M és M*\ k =2 ill. 3)
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and — in addition — if these differences are significant or not. For instance 
engineering practice always needs measurable characteristics.

2. Comparison of MFV- and CML-estimates

Let M FV  (most/requent value) in this paper be the notation for the M -value 
for k=l. The simplest form o f its vj/-function is: __________________

V mfÁx) = ^  ; (2a)

the so-called CML-estimate (Cauchy maximum /ikelihood), however, has just 
the same ^/-function:

Y cmlM  = j +JC2 (2b)
(see the iteration formula for p in ANDREWS et al. 1972, p. 17). The curves 
characterizing the resistance (measured on a Cauchy tail) do not fully coincide 
(see Fig. 2.) because CML- and MFV-estimates differ from each other in the 
accepted scale parameter. (The med-curve in Fig. 2. is shown for comparison, 
and the Г-curve for M* k= 1 is also given, showing a significantly greater 
resistance for this type o f most frequent value calculations.)

The conditions for the just mentioned scale parameters denoted by t MFV 
and eCML — in integral form and reduced to zero — are the following:

for eMFV■
—oo 

oo

f ° r  ZC M L'■ J

3x2~£2 

-oo [z2+x2]2
f i x )  dx = 0 ,

X2—£2 

£2+X2
/ (x)dx = 0

(3)

(4)

(see HAJAGOS [1991], and ANDREWS et al. [1972] p. 17, respectively; in the 
latter case a convenient iteration formula is given on the second line o f p. 17 
resulting in £-cml if For the standard Cauchy type both formulae give
unity (i.e., the semi-interquartile range o f the standard Cauchy distribution) — 
but what about other distribution types?

To investigate this and similar questions we introduce the ‘//x )-su p ermod
é i’ by the probability densities

f i x )

Г 1 1]
Г

2t + 2

fn  . Г r n  
21

_ _l i  
(1+x2) 2r 2 (5)
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Fig. 2. Bias (7) versus ‘weight' p  of a single Cauchy-flank for MFV-, CML- and M* k= 1 
estimations. For comparison, the curve for the sample median is demonstrated, too 

2. ábra. Torzulások („bias”, Г-vei jelölve) egyetlen Cauchy-számy p  „súlyának" a függvényében 
MFV-, CML- és M ' k= 1 becslésekre. Összehasonlítás kedvéért itt is feltüntettük a mintamedián

görbéjét
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With a = 1+1 /t this is the same expression as Eq. 5 in STEINER, HAJAGOS 
[1993] but in the present paper//jc) means the actual density; in contrast, f a(x) 
will be the model density function being in some cases very far from the actual 
one. In such a way the treatment will be easy and will not lead to any 
misunderstanding.

For t= 1 we obviously get the Cauchy density function f c (x), for t= 1/4 the 
f sl(x) and for f= l /8  the f j x )  densities (see Eqs. 6 and 7 in STEINER, HAJAGOS 
f 19931). If t -* 0  and the sca le  param eter s im u ltan eou sly  varies as 
7 l / f - 2 ,  the lim it density is the standard Gaussian one (given by 
fa (x)  = (2jc)- 1/2 . exp (-x2/2 )) . All four specially mentioned types are vis
ualized by their density functions in Fig. 1. o f  the just cited paper.

Fig. 3. shows the zMF\r and zCML- curves versus t, Eq. 3 and Eq. 4, 
respectively. The different scale parameters coincide only at t= 1; for great 
values o f t zMFV tends to a constant value (to 2.592), whereas, zCML increases 
exponentially, see Fig. 4. (It should be noted that iffix) is not symmetrical to the 
origin, naturally (x-MFV)2 and (x-CML)2 figure instead of x2 in Eqs. 3 and 4.)

From the viewpoint o f determining o f the location parameter the definition 
o f the scale parameter is usually treated as a second order question, or even one 
that can be neglected. The question arises if this method o f treatment is justified 
or not with respect to both the resistance and the robustness as the e-curves are 
quite different. The simplest way is to show the efficiency curves (e(t)) for both 
estimations (see Figs. 5 and 6). The significance o f the differences is obvious

Fig. 3. Scale parameters emfv and zcml 
versus type parameter t (see Eq. 5). The 

values equal each other only at t= l, i.e., at 
the Cauchy distribution where 

EMFV = E CML = 1 holds

3. ábra. A kétféle skálaparaméter: emfv és 
eCML értékei a t típusparaméter függvényében 

(Id. az (5) formulát). Az értékek kizárólag 
f=l-nél, azaz a Cauchy-eloszlásnál egyeznek 

meg, ahol is zmfv = £CML= 1

о 1 2
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Fig. 4. Scale parameters zmFV and 
EcML versus type parameter t (see 
Eq. 5). At large value of t, i.e., in 

cases of heavy flanks, eqml increases 
exponentially as a function of t, 

whereas, emfv tends to a finite value

4. ábra. A kétféle skálaparaméter: 
emfv és ecml értékei a t 

típusparaméter függvényében (ld. az 
(5) formulát). A t típusparaméter 

nagy értékeinél, azaz súlyos szárnyak 
esetén, ecml exponenciálisan 

növekszik f-vel, míg emFV véges 
értékhez tart

(e.g. for t=0, i.e., for the Gaussian distribution type, CML has 60 % efficiency 
and MFV has an efficiency o f 74 %). The indices o f robustness are 94 % for 
MFV  and 87 % for CML (calculating according to f D(t), see STEINER, HAJA- 
GOS [1993], based on the type-distributions characterized by f / t ) ,  the results 
are 89 % for MFV  and 79 % for the CML-estimation). The latter value differs 
from 100 % about twice as much as the index of robustness for MFV. These 
values and Figs. 5 and 6 clearly show that MFV- and CML-estimates differ 
from each other significantly — at least in respect o f robustness. Paragraph 3.4. 
of the present article shows, however, that the same is valid concerning the 
resistance if there are very many far lying outliers. (Even Fig. 6. itself shows 
that the MFV-method has a much greater resistance compared to the CML 
calculations if we interpret the heavy flanks belonging to great t values as a 
symmetrical appearance of the outliers causing no bias but a considerable 
decrease in accuracy; see also STEINER [1991]. In the present article, however, 
the effects o f outliers are treated in the overwhelming majority o f cases in 
respect o f the bias.)
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Fig. 5. Efficiency curves of MFV- and 
CAÍ/.-estimates versus type parameter t. 

The disadvantages of the 
CML-estimate are obvious. (The 

calculation method is given, e.g., in 
Steiner, Hajagos [1993].)

5. ábra. Az MFV- és CAí/.-becslések 
hatásfokgörbéi a t típusparaméter 
függvényében. A С Л//.-becslés 

hátrányai nyilvánvalóak. (A számítás 
módjára nézve ld. pl. STEINER, 

Hajagos [1993])

Fig. 6. Efficiency curves of MFV- and 
СЛ//.-esti mates versus type 

parameter t. For very heavy flanks the 
efficiency of CML decreases to zero, 
that of the MFV, however, remains at 

a high efficiency level

6. ábra. Az MFV- és СЛ/L-becslések 
hatásfokgörbéi a t típusparaméter 
függvényében. Extrém mértékben 

súlyos szárnyak esetén a CML 
hatásfoka zérusra csökken, míg az 
MFV-é tekintélyes értékű marad

0 50 100 t
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3. Three other types of outliers

3.1. Sortie heuristic remarks

The behaviour o f the eMFV-curve in Fig. 4. is a consequence o f  the basic 
‘philosophy’ o f the most frequent value (MFV-) calculations which are also 
heuristically presented in some parts o f STEINER [1991] and can be summarized 
shortly as follows: to a significant per cent o f data there must be as small 
residuals as possible, even if some other residuals turn out to be very large. A 
‘built-in’ resistance against outliers is therefore already ensured in the ‘philo
sophy’ o f the most frequent value calculations. We can perhaps justifiably 
speak about a different conception of statistics as Lr norm minimization 
techniques (in the simplest case: calculation o f the medians) always take all 
data into account — and statistical procedures based on the Z^-norm are even 
more sensitive to great values o f the residuals (resulting in extreme outlier-sen
sitivity) and therefore it is not guaranteed that, for example, the arithmetic mean 
characterizes the densest lying group of the data. Another question is in which 
sense we can justifiably speak about a ‘new’ or ‘modem’ conception o f statistics 
as the basic idea can be found in SHORT [1763] — to say nothing about a lot 
o f only heuristically based reweighting procedures figuring in applied disci
plines in the last decades. Now, MFK-procedures are theoretically based on the 
minimization o f the I-divergence (see the previously cited HAJAGOS [1991]) 
and their characteristic features have been investigated in detail (see the 
bibliography of STEINER (ed.) [1991] and the Table which is the supplement 
of this book).

T he above cited T able in STEINER (ed.) [1991] show s that in the standard 
version o f  the m ost frequent value calculations the scale param eter S = 2eMFV 
is used; if  short flanks are guaranteed then S =  3em f v \s recom m ended (see also 
STEINER, HAJAGOS [1993]).

HAJAGOS [1985] has show n that if  generalized S tudent distributions are 
used as substituting distributions (the form ula for the probability densities is 
given as Eq. 5 in STEINER, HAJAGOS [1993] applying a as the type param eter) 
then

3.2. Versions o f the most frequent value calculations

(6)
—oo
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must hold to be sure that the minimum of the I-divergence is actually reached; 
ea represents the scale parameter if a is chosen in Eq. 6 as the value o f the type 
parameter. For an f(x) which is not symmetrical to the origin then obviously 
(x-M)2 must figure in Eq. 6 instead o f  x2 (or even (x -M j2 can be written 
enhancing that we use Eq. 6; in the usual way we get Mk as the location 
parameter). From the point o f view of the theory it seems more consistent to 
use ea fulfilling Eq. 6 with a= 5 or a =9 instead o f calculating with a= 2 in the 
first step, i.e., to determine sMFV according to Eq. 3, and in the second step to 
multiply by k=2 or 3.

Before investigating the outlier-resistance o f Eq. 6, we show the similarity 
(and also the differences) between the two possibilities o f the most frequent 
value calculations. For purposes o f comparison we need to calculate the 
quotients

£ c  Eq

--------  and —-------
2£MFv ?>z MFV

as a function of t, i.e., as a function of the distribution type, see Eq. 5.

t
£5 £9

2 e m f v 3 ZMFV

Gaussian 0 0.9698 0.9429
0.0156 0.9737 0.9490
0.0312 0.9777 0.9553
0.0625 0.9858 0.9683
0.0125 1.0026 0.9960

Statistical 0.25 1.0378 1.0568
0.5 1.1102 1.1936

Cauchy-type 1 1.2500 1.5000
2 1.4883 2.1649

Table I. Comparison of two calculation methods for determining the scale parameter 
/. táblázat. Kétféle skálaparaméter meghatározási módszer összehasonlítása

The results are demonstrated in Table I. : in broad type intervals are the values 
o f these quotients near to unity. To check that in fact for the most frequent 
values similar behaviour is valid, Fig. 7 gives the curves o f the relative 
efficiencies ea /ек o f the most frequent value variants Ma and Mk for the 
parameter pairs a =5 , k =2, and a =9,k=3. In the first case, throughout the whole 
type interval from the Gaussian to the Cauchy-type we find greater values than 
90%; in the second case the statement is only valid for 2/3 of this type interval
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Fig. 7. Curves of relative efficiencies versus type parameter t of two pairs of location estimates: 
Ma a= 5 is compared to Aft k=2 and Ma a= 9 is compared to Mk k=3. (In calculation of Ma ea 

figures as scale parameter according to Eq. 6 instead of using k. emfv as for the Mk-s.) In general, 
the usually proposed version of the most frequent value calculations (i.e. Mk) is more 

advantageous in the most important type interval 0 < t < 0.5, however, both versions behave very
similarly (ea/ek > 95 %)

7. ábra. Két helyparaméter becslés-pár relatív hatásfok-görbéi a t típusparaméter függvényében: 
Ma a=5-öt Mk k = 2-höz, míg Ma a= 9-et Mk k=3-hoz hasonlítjuk. (Az Ma-к számításakor a (6) 
egyenlet szerinti e a  a skálaparaméter, míg az Áfákat k . E M F V - v e  1 számítjuk.) Megállapíthatjuk, 
hogy a szokásosan javasolt verzió (azaz az Mk számítása) az előnyösebb, a legfontosabbnak 

ítélhető 0 < t < 0,5 típusintervallumban azonban nagyon hasonlóan viselkedik a két verzió (a fenti 
tartományban a két eljárás relatív hatásfoka nagyobb 95%-nál)
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but this latter is also a very broad one. This means that both variants o f the most 
frequent value calculations do not differ significantly from each other in type 
intervals o f considerable lengths and therefore investigation results obtained 
for the second variant are also informative for the commonly used one.

3.3. Concentrated and dispersed outliers

Let us suppose that we calculate ea as the scale parameter according to 
Eq. 6 but there are also outliers. Two cases were investigated earlier in detail 
so only the results are reproduced here.

In the first case not only the outlier-free data but also the outliers occur 
around a fixed value. The distance between the mentioned point-groups, 
however, is relatively large compared with the dispersion of the values inside 
a group, thus modelling with two Dirac-ö-s is adequate (see Fig. 8.); the relative 
number o f outliers is denoted by C for this outlier model. HAJAGOS [1988] got

outlier-free data

-C

c

outliers

c X
Fig. 8. Outlier-model if outliers occur very far but are relatively concentrated 

8. ábra. Durvahiba-modell arra az esetre, ha a durvahibák nagyon távol, de viszonylag 
koncentráltan jelentkeznek
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the following closed formula for the maximum tolerable relative amount (Crnax) 
o f such outliers as a function of a (in per cent)

Cmax = 50 [1 -  {[(a3+ 16a2+63a+54)2+4a3(a + 10)]1/2 -

- ( û 3+16a2+ 63a+54)}vV [2 (a+ 10)]1/2] % (7)

Fig. 9 shows that this value decreases to zero if  a->°° and tends to the value of 
45.68 % if a —>1.

In the second case an outlier can occur anywhere but without a concen
tration point, therefore the ‘distribution’ o f the outlier-free data can also be 
modelled here by a Dirac-Ô. The permissible rate o f such outliers (denoted by 
O f/T ^x) can be calculated in accordance with

OUTmax = 1-------- Ц — “—
max (a + l)2+4(a+2)

(8)

[STEINER 1988a]. This curve is also shown in Fig. 9. The value o f OUTmax 
obviously approximates 3/4 if a-*T, it is more interesting, however, that 
OUTmax = 64 % holds even if  a=2 is chosen in Eq. 6, i.e., if we calculate ^MFV

Fig. 9. Cmax values versus a according to Eq. 7 (see also Fig. 8.); OUTmax curve (see Eq. 8) if 
outliers can occur anywhere but without any concentration point 

9. ábra. A (7) egyenlet szerinti Cmax-értékek az a függvényében (Id. a 8. ábrát), valamint a (8) 
egyenlet szerinti 0(/7'max-görbe arra az esetre, ha a durvahibák bárhol előfordulhatnak, de nem 

mutatnak koncentrálódási tendenciát
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accord ing  to  Eq. 3 [see also CSERNYÁK, STEINER 1991, the first row s on 
page 92].

3.4. Classical breakdown-bound investigations

With regard to the beginnings o f the systematic investigations made for 
robustness, resistance and breakdown bounds since 1964 one should mention 
the ‘classical’ investigations performed in Princeton and reported in ANDREWS 
et al. [1972].To obtain practical breakdown bounds the following samples o f  
n elements were used: (n-nout) data were randomly chosen from a standard 
Gaussian distribution, the others were 100; 200; 300; ...; 100n0l,v The corre
sponding probability density function f c  0uÁx) can be written as follows

1~ti /n  1 n°ut
f c -ошМ = y g -  exp (-*2/2 )  + -  £  0 ( x - 100/) (9)

(here, Ô also represents the Dirac-5). Standard Gaussian data occur practically 
only (with a probability of 0.997) in the interval (-3 , +3) therefore the estimate 
is not accepted if  it is outside this. In ANDREWS et al. [1972] the maximum 
n0ut/n value was accepted as a breakdown bound for which the estimate 
(obtained by the investigated statistical procedure) was still less than 3.

It is useful to visualize the ‘density function’ f c  0ut(x) but we are forced, 
because o f the limited graphic possibilities, to indicate also the Gaussian part 
o f the expression in Eq. 9 with a single Dirac-5 in the origin, i.e., with the whole 
occurrence probability (1 ~nout/ri) o f  the outlier-free values (see Fig. 10 for 
//=100 and for nout = 30). According to the heuristics given in 3.1 it is to be 
expected that the ‘philosophy’ o f the most frequent value calculations results 
in the tolerance o f a considerable rate o f this sort of outlier. In fact, calculating 
with f{x) = f c  0iJx) (i-e > substituting the expression of Eq. 9 as f(x) into the 
integrand o f Eq. 3 and writing simultaneously (x-M)2 or (x-MFV)2 instead of 
X2), the curves o f the standard most frequent values (M; k=2) and the MFV-s 
(i.e., M  values for fc=l) as location parameters (T-values) show equally 
negligible bias to a given maximum nou[/n  value (see Fig. 11; the unbiased 
value is clearly zero in the case o f Eq. 9 therefore the T-values simultanously 
have the meaning of bias, too). In the standard case 41 % is the maximum nou[/n  
ratio, for M FVcalculation it may even be 57 %. (The breakdown bounds are the 
following for other most frequent values which are not shown in Fig. 11: 32 % 
for M, k=3; 31 % for M* k=3; 40 % for M* k =2 and 59 % for AT, k= 1.)

W e have seen in point 2 that CML is the maximum likelihood counterpart 
o f M FV  having just the same \j/-function (see Eqs. 2a and 2b) but the scale 
parameter iS-сщ) is defined by Eq. 4. The resulting CML-curve is quite 
different from the MFV-curve: it seems to be ‘continuous’ and the breakdown 
bound turns out to be 50 %.
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0 . 7 -
o u t l ie r - f re e  d a ta ;  n - n out=70

0 . 6 -

0 . 5 -

0.4 —

У _ neut

0 . 3 -
n
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0.1 -

outliers; nout=30

1 1 1 1 1 I I I I I I I I I ! I 1 I 1 [ l I 1 1 1 1 1 — 1— I___*V -f
c 1000 2000 3000 x

Fig. 10. Probabilités according to the breakdown bound investigations made in A N D R EW S et al.
[1972] (see also Eq. 9)

10. ábra. Az A n d r e w s  et al. [1972] szerinti „breakdown bound”' vizsga latok valószínűségi 
modellje, mint Dirac-ó-k az x  számegyenesen; ld. még a (9) kifejezést
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Fig. 11. Bias (7) versus nout/n  (see Fig. 10.) for different estimates of location. Most frequent 
value curves (MFV  and M, k-2 )  show, before the jump, less bias than one per cent of the scatter 

characterizing the outlier-free distribution. The curve of the expected values is denoted by E. (For 
the SML-curve see caption of Fig. 12.)

11. ábra. Torzulások („bias”, T-vel jelölve) a 10. ábra szerinti nou,/п  függvényében, különböző 
helyparaméter-becslésekre. A leggyakoribb érték-görbék (MFVés M, k=2) az ugrás előtt 1 %-nál 
kisebb torzulást mutatnak (a durvahiba-mentes eloszlás szórásához viszonyítva). A várható érték 

görbéjét £-vel jelöltük. (Az SML-görbével kapcsolatban Id. a 12. ábra feliratát.)

It is appropriate to show another pair o f estimations, too, beyond the 
already known pair CML and MFV, both having for just the same distribution 
type optimum behaviour. However, some remarks should first be made on the 
importance o f scale parameter determination.

The assumption of the ‘a priori known type’ can result in outlier-sensitive 
values o f the scale parameter, (see the CML-curve in Fig. 12 от the example 
given in STEINER [1988b]). The parameter of scale belonging to the distribution 
defined by Eq. 9 with a given (non-zero) value o f nout and with n =100 is 
denoted by e in this figure for all investigated methods; eth is the ‘theoretical 
value’ in the sense that no outliers exist, i.e., if nou[ = 0  holds. These latter values 
(characterizing the standard Gaussian distribution itself) are the following: etfl =
0.6120 for CML and zth = 0.9254 for MFV. The £CjW-values are seriously 
distorted even before the breakdown (i.e., if nout/n  < 50 %); on the otherhand
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60 nou,/n(%)

Fig. 12. Actual values compared to the theoretical ones for different definitions of the scale 
parameter, depending on nou,/n  (see Fig. 10). SML: see Eq. 11 for esML\ CML: see Eq. 4 for 

e c m l ; MFV: see Eq. 3 for z m f v  (and for M к =2 the well known 2em f v  is used)
12. ábra. Aktuális értékek (e) az elméletihez (er/,) viszonyítva a skálaparaméter különböző 

definíciói esetén, az nou,/n  függvényében (Id. a 10. ábrát). SML: esml а (11) egyenlet szerint; 
CML: Z-CML а (4) egyenlet szerint; MFV: едifv а (3) egyenlet szerint (M k=2 esetén jól ismerten а

2emfv skálaparamétert használjuk)

eMFrva'ues are practically not influenced by the outliers if nou[ < 57 %. 
Comparing these log (е/е/Л) curves with the CML- and MFK-curves in Fig. 11 
(where the logarithms of the bias are demonstrated), we can conclude that the 
breakdown behaviour of the location parameter estimates strongly depends on 
the estimation used for the scale parameter.

W e now show the other pair of estimations which work optimally at the 
same distribution type. Both Figs. 11 and 12 show curves (marked with M, k=2) 
for the standard variant o f the most frequent value calculations; we have only
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to define the ‘maximum likelihood’ counterpart o f this; the only difference 
being in the definition of the scale parameter.

The question can be posed even more generally: Which is the counterpart 
o f Eq. 6 if not only the I-divergence is minimized but also the scale parameter 
is determined according to the maximum likelihood principle? In the usual way 
(on the basis o f Eq. 5 o f STEINER, HAJAGOS [1993]) we get

j * h Ê ? 0 i ü / ( j№ = o (10)

(If 7^0 holds we have to substitute (x-T)2 instead o f x2.) The formula for 
eCML given in Eq. 4 is obviously a special case o f Eq. 10 for a =2, i.e., for the 
Cauchy type.

Standard most frequent value calculations (M, k=2) work optimally in the 
case o f the geostatistical (or simply statistical) distribution type which can be 
characterized by the type parameter a=5 (see e.g. the Table at the end of 
STEINER [1991]; the corresponding density curve is given in STEINER, 
HAJAGOS [1993] Fig. 1). If this estimation method is called the statistical 
maximum likelihood method and is denoted by SML (analogously to CML 
which abbreviates the expression ‘Cauchy maximum likelihood’), the scale 
parameter can be denoted by eSML. As a special case o f Eq. 10,

o °  0 _

Ç л —£ / 4
for £SML J 'i f  2 /(*)< ** = 0 (11)

_oo £ Z+ X Z

must hold. Calculating with just the same \\t(x) =x/( 1 + X 2)  known from Eqs. 2a 
and 2b, the corresponding parameter o f location is also denoted by SML (as 
the estimation method itself)- O f course (x-SML)2 is to be written instead of 
X 2 in Eq. 11 if/(x ) is not symmetrical to the origin. (If the type parameter t 

used in Eq. 5 is equal to 1/4 we get the density function o f the statistical 
distribution, see Table I.)

As Fig. 12 shows, eSML behaves similarly to £qml but the inflection o f the 
curve is at nout/n  = 20 %. Consequently the same breakdown bound value is 
shown in Fig. 11., see the SML curve — which (interesting enough) is nearer 
to the curve o f the expected values (E) than to its own counterpart (M, k=2): 
the latter has a breakdown bound value o f  nout /n  = 41%. This pair of 
estimations stresses even more that the statistically and information theo
retically based choice o f the scale parameter determination has significant 
advantages also in respect o f the resistance over the ‘automatic’ application 
o f  the maximum likelihood principle. In general, questions o f  scale 
parameter definitions and/or determinations must not be treated as second 
order problems even if  the goal is a possible unbiased determination o f  the 
location parameter characterized by possible minimum statistical uncer
tainty.
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REZISZTENCIA-VIZSGÁLATOK. A SKÁLAPARAMÉTER-FORMULA  
MEGVÁLASZTÁSÁNAK FONTOSSÁGA

HAJAGOS Béla és STEINER Ferenc

Ha csak sommás megállapításokra korlátozódunk, egyetérthetünk azzal a nézettel, hogy az 
„eloszlástípusra nézve robusztus” és „durva hibájú adatokkal szemben rezisztens” tulajdonságok 
gyakorlatilag szinoním fogalmaknak tekinthetők, noha fogalmilag persze különböznek egymástól. 
Ha azonban egy durvahiba-modellre vonatkozóan két statisztikai eljárás kvantitatív összehasonlítása 
válik szükségessé, kiderülhet, hogy a kevésbé robusztus eljárás mutat jelentősen nagyobb reziszten
ciát. A „mintamedián” és az „а -levágott átlag" (a=0,l) becslés-pár szolgálhat a fentiekre példaként.

A dolgozat bemutatja ezenfelül, hogy a helyparaméter meghatározásakor a skálaparaméter-de- 
finíció helyes megválasztása kulcsfontosságú lehet. Távoli durvahibák esetén például a szokásosan 
CA/L-lel jelölt helyparaméter-becslés lényegesen kisebb rezisztenciájú, mint az MF К-vei jelölt, noha
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a ^-függvényeik azonosak. (CML a „Cauchy maximum likelihood"-ból képzett betűszó, mivel a 
CMI-meghatározásnál a skálaparaméter-meghatározás is ezen elv alapján történik; MFKitt a „most 
frequent value” betűszava a k= 1 variáns esetére.) Megjegyzendő még, hogy a durvahibák maximá
lisan elfogadható mértéke (a klasszikus „breakdown bound”-értelemben) szintén nagyobb az MFV- 
számításra, mint a СЛ/L-számítások esetén.


